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INTRODUCTION
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For a simple product consisting of ink on paper, books have played a critical role in enabling the 

world to advance from the dark ages to the hyper-connected telecommunication world as we 

know it today. Ricoh, a manufacturer of digital printing presses, commissioned I.T. Strategies 

in conjunction with the University of Colorado in the spring of 2013 to gain insights into 

the ongoing viability of printed books and their value and fi t in a fast-moving 

communications society.

But there is a silver lining, a lining that is benefi ting 

the digital production printing industry. With orders 

for books becoming ever smaller and more frequent, 

and with more titles being introduced annually than 

ever before (due to self-publishing and backorder list 

titles), production inkjet printing technology is solv-

ing problems faced by book manufacturers related 

to the compression of order size, handling increases

in order frequency and reducing manual labor 

through automation.

There is not a single book industry. There are many 

subsectors within the book industry; the major 

categories include: Trade books, educational books, 

scientifi c/professional books, children’s books, 

art/coffee table books and religious books. For the 

purposes of this research, we focused on the two

largest sectors, trade books and educational books.    

The majority of the output is black text, with limited 

four-color usage in educational books.

Both trade books and educational book industries are 

undergoing tremendous changes. Like many industries 

undergoing change, the changes tend to be driven by 

new technologies enabling a shift in who controls the 

value of that industry. The Internet laid the tracks from 

which new technologies could be deployed, enabling 

shifts in control over sales/distribution, publishing and

where content could be displayed. Combined, these 

new technologies caused a decline in printed book 

purchases that since the 2008/2009 recession has run 

between 4 to 5 percent annually.
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BACKGROUND

The first disruption occurred in the 1980s with the 

creation of mass book retailers. Notably, Barnes 

& Noble and Borders created massive destina-

tion stores, with inventories on average 10 to 20 

times greater than independent booksellers coupled 

with in-store cafés encouraging patrons to linger.   

Their control over book sales and corresponding pur-

chasing power caused the demise of many local 

independent retailers that could not compete against 

the selection and prices offered by these big box retail-

ers. More critical, their information technology systems 

provided deep insight into purchasing patterns on a 

nearly real-time basis, enabling these big box retail-

ers to dictate to the publishers the type of books 

they wanted to sell rather than enabling the publish-

ers to control the type of books they promoted.

The second disruption occurred in the late 1990s as 

Internet commerce became entrenched as a pow-

erful inventory control and consumer convenience 

alternative to physical shopping in brick and mortar 

stores. This shift in consumer control and prefer-

ence for online retailers accelerated during and after 

the 2008/2009 great recession, leading to further 

collapse of not only remaining independent book-

sellers but also a notable big box book retailer.

The third disruption occurred in the early 2000s, as  

digital printing of books enabled micro-runs fueling 

the self-publishing industry. Self-publishing started to 

shift control over the value chain back to the authors, 

often bypassing and cutting out publishers altogether.
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After hundreds of years of a consistent  

business model, the process of how authors, 

publishers, book manufacturers and retailers 

profit from the sale of books literally turned 

upside down starting in the early 1980s. 
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The fourth disruption was the introduction of elec-

tronic display tablets (e-books). E-books cut out the 

pass-through costs of paper/ink, and more impor-

tant, the cost of inventorying and distribution. This 

further shifted control over the value chain away from 

the publishers (and book manufacturers) and into the 

hands of those who controlled the connectivity/elec-

tronic storefronts on the electronic display tablets. 

While these disruptions were occurring, book man-

ufacturers remained effectively captive contract 

manufacturers. Book manufacturers were pres-

sured to lower their costs at a time when the volumes 

of books declined, and correspondingly, the econ-

omies of scale started to work against them. They 

had scaled up to get better discounts when volumes 

were high, and they couldn’t shed costly overhead 

and infrastructure when book volumes declined.
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The fifth disruption is occurring now. Book manufac-

turers are faced with declining run lengths per book 

and high setup costs, and cycle times from order 

to delivery are compressing. The only way for book 

manufacturers to survive is to become more auto-

mated, more efficient. Enter production continuous 

feed inkjet printing systems—the tool of choice to 

meet the printing requirements for the next decade 

of a shrinking but very large book printing industry.

To find out how viable the book manufacturing indus-

try will remain during the next decade, we interviewed 

a triumvirate of stakeholders in the book industry: 

Publishers, book manufacturers and consumers located 

in the U.S. Double-blind telephone interviews were 

conducted with 4 publishers, 5 book manufacturers 

and 10 consumers—a sufficient number to validate 

our findings. In addition, 800 consumers responded 

to an email survey. Here is what they told us.

Figure 1



Ultimately, most publishers have a soft spot in their hearts 

for print; it is the final evidence of their work that can be 

displayed on a shelf to remind them of their accomplish-

ments. But, publishers are pragmatic when it comes to 

their perceptions of consumer preferences for print or

 electronic books. While printed books offer more tactile 

and sharing benefits, the ability to instantly serve the

impulse buyers’ desire for purchasing a book trumps all 

other advantages of printed books. You’ll see this

reflected in their responses in Figure 2.  

Publishers are in the business to make money. The ability 

to reduce inventory and deliver content instantly (for 

consumers conditioned to instant gratification) matters. 

More than 90 percent of medium-to-large size publishers 

(20+ titles published annually) offer their titles in both 

printed and e-book format. Offering titles electronically 

does not correspond to revenue generation—even the 

largest publishers derive no more than 20 to 30 percent 

of their revenue from electronic book sales. In other 

words, they have to offer electronic books, and the share 

of revenue from electronic books is clearly growing fast 

(as this revenue stream didn’t exist five years ago), but 

ultimately more than 70 percent of revenue continues 

to be derived from printed books.

PUBLISHERS

Publishers are ambivalent about the changes in 

the book industry. Pressured to identify the next 

Harry Potter and Fifty Shades of Gray, most of

the larger publishers who control 80 percent of

the trade books industry are taking fewer chances 

on what they will publish in printed form lest 

they be stuck with lots of unsold inventory returns.

E-books represent an opportunity to eliminate 

the inventory risk, but e-books add additional 

publishing cost in preparation as few books are 

published exclusively in e-format.  
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This is where it gets interesting from a digital 

printing perspective. There has not been a title 

that has sold more than 50 million copies in more 

than 10 years (Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code 

sold 80 million copies in 2003, the last title to sell 

over 50 million copies).

Conversely, the number of titles published annually is 

exploding. Depending on whose statistics one believes, 

there are approximately three times more titles published 

today than in 2005 (between 1 and 2 million titles were 

published worldwide in 2012).

According to Nielsen BookScan, which tracks most 

bookstore, online, and other retail sales of books

(including Amazon.com), the average U.S. nonfi ction 

book is now selling less than 250 copies per year and less 

than 3,000 copies over its lifetime. The implication for 

publishers is that they are inevitably facing smaller sales 

volumes per title.

As inkjet print quality has now reached levels often 

indistinguishable from offset, publishers have generally 

become indifferent to specifying whether they want a 

book to be digitally or offset printed; it has become a 

return-on-investment decision rather than print quality. 

For yet-to-be established author titles, production inkjet 

printing offers a means to mitigate the risk of printing 

too many books, carrying inventory costs and returns.
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PUBLISHERS

Ultimately, most publishers have a 
soft spot in their hearts for print; 

it is the fi nal evidence of their 
work that can be displayed on 

a shelf to remind them of 
their accomplishments.
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PUBLISHERS

There is one other signifi cant change affecting publishers: 

A dramatic change in distribution. There are fewer 

physical locations at which to sell printed books than 

before. Of the remaining independent books stores, 

many have been turned into gift shops (important for 

children’s books, local history, etc.). With the power of 

big box book retailers also declining, it is possible 

Amazon.com could control more than 50 percent of 

combined printed and e-book sales within the next two 

years. While Amazon does print (and now publishes) 

some of its titles, the majority of its printed titles are 

supplied by outside publishers and book manufacturers.

Due to all the changes in the publishing industry, 

I.T. Strategies expects to see continued growth in 

production inkjet printing of books. Smaller publishers 

(catering mostly to self-published books) are growing 

because they carve out niches like local historical books. 

Smaller publishers already have shifted most of their titles 

to digital printing. See Figure 4. The smaller publishers 

typically contract out their book manufacturing to a 

digital book printing specialist such as Lightning Source. 

Publishers are using digital printing in two ways:

1) As a test with 1 to 2 books placed per retailer, 

     circumventing cumbersome distributor guidelines 

     and storage fees before ordering larger offset 

     printed quantities.  

2) For predicted strong titles, publishers use inkjet 

     printed books for reorders as they occur to 

    supplement fi rst-run offset printed books.

With the value-add of 
publishers shrinking as the power of 

control shifts back to authors and 
retailers, medium- and ultimately 

larger-size publishers also will 
have little choice economically 
but to shift to digital printing. 



Larger publishers are consolidating, in part because they recognize the diminishing possibility of titles that will 

sell millions of copies. Midsize publishers are searching for their place in the market. With the value-add of 

publishers shrinking as the power of control shifts back to authors and retailers, medium- and ultimately 

larger-size publishers also will have little choice economically but to shift to digital printing. 
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The days of large-scale volumes and relative predictability 

are ending. In fact, the benefits brought by growing 

economies of scale are now working against them 

as book print volumes shrink at about 4 to 5 percent 

annually. Worse perhaps is unpredictability: It is the 

enemy of manufacturing.

Because there is no single book printing market, book 

manufacturers tend to specialize in select vertical markets. 

Trade book printers see two main pressure points affecting 

volume of printed books: 1) Pressure from other forms of 

entertainment as people don’t read as much as they used 

to, and 2) A demographically driven shift where the 

younger generation prefers to “rent” rather than own 

physical things.

Educational kindergarten through grade 12 (K-12) book 

printers are relatively protected by regulatory entrench-

ment (No Child Left Behind Act), which makes it 

cumbersome to move entire public school districts to 

electronic books. More critical, economic considerations 

prevent most school districts from being able to purchase 

both e-readers and electronic content for all their students.

This sector is expected to undergo the least impact on print.

BOOK MANUFACTURERS

Book manufacturers are the proverbial “monkey 

in the middle.” They have little control over their 

business other than managing costs since they 

are effectively contract manufacturers dependent 

upon historically large-volume account business 

from publishers. Book manufacturers historically 

competed upon lowest cost through economies-

of-scale efficiencies, depending upon a predictable 

volume of business. 
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BOOK MANUFACTURERS' PERSPECTIVE ON E-BOOKS’ IMPACT ON PRINTED BOOKS
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Figure 5
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It is no longer a question for most 
book manufacturers whether they 

can avoid another investment 
in printing equipment. For those 

planning to survive and grow 
share, there is no choice but 
to invest in inkjet production 

printing equipment.

BOOK MANUFACTURERS

College textbooks are likely to migrate fastest to 

electronic technology, mainly because the economic 

business models make it in the interest of both 

colleges and publishers to move to e-books. It is 

not student preference; it is about control of the 

value chain.

Trade books are expected to be severely impacted 

long term by electronic books, mainly because 

authors and retailers benefi t from greater distribution 

effi ciencies. The economic upside puts e-books at 

a favorable advantage compared to print as the 

pass-through costs of paper, manufacturing, inventory 

and logistics are greatly diminished or removed. 

Yet, printed books continue to be enormously popular, 

with more than 275 million copies sold in the U.S. 

in 2012 alone.   

The question facing book manufacturers, therefore, 

is how to prepare for the inevitable decline in print 

volume? Do they ride down the curve and further 

aggressively compete on pricing using mostly 

amortized offset presses? Do they invest in digital 

printing in order to handle the increasing frequency 

of ever-smaller, less predictable orders?
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At the end of 2012 there were more than 25 book 

manufacturers in the U.S. collectively running more 

than 50 production inkjet printing systems. Some of 

those just installed a single production inkjet press; 

some early adopters are running more than five 

production inkjet printing systems, printing upwards 

of 250 million pages per month. Combined, I.T. 

Strategies estimates those units produced more 

than 10 percent of all printed book pages in the 

U.S. in 2012.

It is no longer a question for most book manufacturers 

whether they can avoid another investment in printing 

equipment. For those planning to survive and grow 

share, there is no choice but to invest in inkjet 

production printing equipment.

The issue, in part, is the ability of publishers to alter their business models faster (moving to e-books, 

other adjacent products) than book manufacturers. Publishers have become just a bit too knowledge-

able about the cost of book manufacturing, and they’ve squeezed out most of the profit. In order for 

book manufacturers to survive and prosper, they, too, have to change their business models.

Digital production inkjet printers have opened the door 

to a business model change. They can dramatically 

shorten lead times, accelerating the time-to-money for 

publishers. Recently, flashmob sales on Internet retail 

sites have enabled out-of-print titles and obscure self-

published titles to become overnight best sellers. 

Amazon, for example, puts a book on special for $1.99. 

After the first 100 buyers post comments and like it, 

a low-sale book suddenly becomes a high-sale book 

within 24 hours. The sale galvanizes purchases, and 

then it’s gone.

While electronic delivery is ultimately the preferred 

vehicle for flashmob sales, digitally printed books will 

be part of this mix. The core reason for this is that digital 

printing removes much of the manual labor setup, a 

process that becomes more costly as the frequency of 

orders increases even while overall print run 

lengths decrease.  

The book manufacturers planning on maximizing 

utilization of amortized offset presses will find themselves 

increasingly unable to respond to compressed patterns 

of demand. Worse, they can’t save their way to the 

bottom of the lowest price.



CONSUMERS

A few notable trends emerged about consumers’ book 

consumption habits and preferences. Perhaps no surprise, 

but book purchasing respondents tended to be more 

likely younger, female and highly educated. As a group, 

more than two-thirds of the respondents purchased both 

paper and e-books during the past 12 months. Only 9

percent purchased e-books exclusively, compared with 

23 percent who purchased printed books exclusively. The 

percent of respondents who purchased e-books exclusively 

is expected to double from 9 percent to nearly 20 percent 

by 2016—supporting many of the industry projections.

When asked,“For all books sold in the U.S. market 

during the last year, what is your opinion on the mix 

of book volume (actual book units) printed versus e-books, 

please give us your best guess what this mix in book 

volumes will look like in 2016, printed versus e-books,”

the 800 respondents’ answers are shown in Figure 6.

Statistically the perceptions are overstated, as the actual 

volume of e-books versus all printed books was closer to 

20 to 30 percent e-books in 2012. We believe news 

articles stating (correctly) that e-books are outselling 

hardcover books is creating a self-fulfilling prophecy, 

understating the representation of soft cover and 

paperback books. 

But all is not for naught for those who print books. The 

sentiment issue, related to the physical attributes of books, 

resonates strongly with consumers, lending credence to 

the projection that printed books will not disappear 

during our lifetimes. Printed books often express 

who we are, what we believe and what we like.
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What do consumers have to say about the 

evolution of the book industry? I.T. Strategies 

and University of Colorado students polled 800 

consumers with a high school or higher degree 

of completed education in the spring of 2013. 
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please give us your best guess what this mix in book 

volumes will look like in 2016, printed versus e-books,”

the 800 respondents’ answers are shown in Figure 6.

Statistically the perceptions are overstated, as the actual 

volume of e-books versus all printed books was closer to 

20 to 30 percent e-books in 2012. We believe news 

articles stating (correctly) that e-books are outselling 

hardcover books is creating a self-fulfilling prophecy, 

understating the representation of soft cover and 

paperback books. 

But all is not for naught for those who print books. The 

sentiment issue, related to the physical attributes of books, 

resonates strongly with consumers, lending credence to 

the projection that printed books will not disappear 

during our lifetimes. Printed books often express 

who we are, what we believe and what we like.

CONSUMERS' PERSPECTIVES ON E-BOOKS VERSUS PRINTED BOOK VOLUMES

When consumers were asked their opinion on the mix of 

printed versus e-books during 2012 and projected out 

to 2016, the responses were heavily weighted towards 

perceptions driven by news stories and headlines

espousing the growth of e-books. 

Actual shipment data indicates e-books 

accounted for less than 20 percent 

of the mix in 2012. In many 

ways, perception becomes 

a self-fulfilling prophecy.

p j

weighted towards

and headlines

books 
PRINTED BOOKS PRINTED

BOOKS
E-BOOKS E-BOOKS

2012 2016
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Figure 6

Figure 7

PRINTED BOOK DECISION FACTORS



“Having a Kindle is very handy 
but does not come close to 

actually holding a book, turning 
      its pages and marking my 

place with a bookmark or 
a scrap of paper.”
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As two respondents noted in the optional 

comment fi eld: 

1) “Having a Kindle is very handy but does not 

      come close to actually holding a book, turning 

      its pages and marking my place with a 

      bookmark or a scrap of paper. In addition to 

      buying actual books, I enjoy going to the library 

      and selecting books, browsing through them 

      and taking them home to read.”  

2) “I like having a book I can hold in my hands 

       over e-books. The smell, turning pages, etc.”

But of course there are some real benefi ts to e-books 

as well. One respondent who presumably has moved 

frequently attested: “I made the switch away from 

print books two years ago. I don’t like owning them. 

I hate moving boxes of print books. I hate how they 

aren’t portable or searchable. I only buy e-books.”

Regardless of sentiment, the bottom three issues of 

reader cost, habit and complexity of downloading will 

disappear with time as technology inevitably becomes 

less expensive and demographics change. Ultimately 

this will lead to greater adoption of e-books. The 

question for those on the creation side of books is 

when will this happen?

To answer that question we established a baseline of 

the 800 respondents’ current book purchases and 

projected purchases. See Figure 8.



                                            I would buy fewer printed books

% of Printed Book Purchasers 

“If Barnes & Noble–the last major brick and 
morter bookstore chain–closed, how would 

this affect your printed book purchasing?”

                                            I would buy fewer printed books
but would increase purchase of e-books

I would buy the same amount of printed books,
shifting my purchases to other sources

                                            It would not affect my purchasing of books

                                            I would buy more printed books,
shifting my purchases to other sources
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“During the past year, how many books (excluding
textbooks) have you bought by type? Please give

us your best guess as to how many books you
think you may buy in 2016 by type.”
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However, when asked whether consumers believed 

whether the overall audience for both printed and 

e-books was declining or growing, more than two-thirds 

responded that they thought the audience for books 

was growing—confl icting with their prior response and 

data trends. The clue for their response can be found in 

what we call novelty bias. 

Recent explosions in growth in mobile access points for 

reading books (e-readers, smartphones, etc.) made many 

respondents believe that demand for books is growing. 

Secondly, recent news about bestsellers such as Fifty 

Shades of Gray, Inferno and Joyland makes consumers 

also believe demand for books is growing.

A larger concern with regards to the future of printed 

books is retail access. With the closing of the Borders 

book chain in 2011, hundreds of books store locations 

disappeared overnight. We asked consumers what would 

happen if the other major chain, Barnes & Noble, 

disappeared from the brick and mortar book 

retail storefronts.

The responses suggest that such a potential closing 

would have little impact on the volume of purchases of 

printed books. However, it would have a major impact 

on the concentration of power in the remaining retailers. 

Amazon.com’s share of retail sales of trade books 

would immediately exceed its near 50 percent share in 

2012 of combined printed and e-books. See Figure 10.

The  impact on publishers and book manufacturers 

would be signifi cant. As masters of logistics and inventory 

control, publishers and book manufacturers would have 

little room for absorbing book returns to publishers from 

unsold books. More likely than not the business model 

change would accelerate the shift from offset printed 

books to digitally printed books, with even greater 

momentum towards e-book sales.

What’s notable is that all but the most frequent 

purchasers of printed books expect their purchases 

to decline by 2016. However, correspondingly, the 

frequent buyers also responded that they expected 

to see major increases in their e-book purchases. 

Less frequent purchasers of both printed and e-books 

expect their book purchases to decrease. One would 

conclude from this that, indeed, printed book volumes 

are overall expected to decline—corresponding to 

data trends from publishers and book manufacturers.
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Ultimately, books to which consumers have an emotional 

connection (classics, local history, self-published books) 

will continue to be dominated by the print format. 

Other titles that come and go are better served 

economically in e-book format.
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“What other sources would you 
shift your book purchases to?
(Please check all that apply.)”

                         Other walk-in chain store
(e.g. Walmart, Books-a-Million, etc.)

Author website

Other...

                         Airport / train station
newstand / bookstore
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Figure 10

BARNES & NOBLE CLOSING SCENARIO—OTHER SOURCES

The publishers and book manufacturers that are unable to meet the on-demand production requirements 

likely to be further imposed by Amazon.com would be left out of the mainstream of retail book sales. 

The importance of social media reviews of books on Internet retail sites such as Amazon.com may

further diminish the influence and value of publishers—making a direct relationship between 

Amazon.com and dynamic and responsive book manufacturers even more important.

While consumers have lots to say about the evolution 

of the book industry, those who profit from the book 

industry value chain ultimately control what consumers 

buy. Consumer sentiment matters, but ultimately, money 

and profit trump sentiment in a capitalistic society. 

Digital printing is a bridge between sentiment for hard 

copy and profit from e-books.



THE BOTTOM LINE

Offset and digital production printing will coexist 

for the foreseeable future, but few book manu-

facturers will be able to justify reinvestment in 

offset printing technology; most will not have a 

choice but to invest in digital production printing 

systems if they are to survive and grow share. A 

changing retail distribution landscape will further 

force adoption of more automated and flexible 

book printing/manufacturing. The risk of sitting 

still and maintaining the status quo for offset 

book manufacturers is greater than adopting

a production inkjet strategy.

While printed books are irreversibly on a path of 

decline, it remains an extremely large market for 

print. Business model changes have shifted control 

over the value chain to authors and retailers, making 

demand unpredictable. Digital production inkjet 

print technology opens the window for book man-

ufacturers to respond to compressed patterns of 

demand through labor and inventory cost savings.
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